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- The Nuclear Safety Review reports on worldwide efforts to strengthen nuclear, radiation and transport safety and the safety of radioactive waste management. The Nuclear Safety Review for the Year 2002 has a format that differs from that of previous such reviews. In line with suggestions made by the Board of Governors in March 2002, the Review is more analytical and less descriptive.

- A Draft Nuclear Safety Review for the Year 2002 was submitted to the March 2003 session of the Board of Governors in document GOV/2003/6. The final version of the Nuclear Safety Review for the Year 2002 was prepared in the light of the discussion by the Board.
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Nuclear Safety Review for the Year 2002

Analytical Overview

A. Introduction

1. This report presents an overview of the current issues and trends in nuclear, radiation, transport and radioactive waste safety at the end of 2002. This overview is supported by a more detailed factual account of safety-related events and issues worldwide during 2002, which is available on the Agency website.¹

2. National authorities and the international community continued to reflect and act upon the implications of the events of 11 September 2001 for nuclear, radiation, transport and waste safety. In the light of this, the Agency has decided to transfer the organizational unit on nuclear security from the Department of Safeguards to the Department of Nuclear Safety (which thereby becomes the Department of Nuclear Safety and Security). By better exploiting the synergies between safety and security and promoting further cross-fertilization of approaches, the Agency is trying to help build up mutually reinforcing global regimes of safety and security. However, the Nuclear Safety Review for the Year 2002 addresses only those areas already in the safety programme.

B. International safety standards

3. As required by its Statute, the Agency has been establishing safety standards since it was founded. The scope and application of the standards have gradually expanded with time. The rigour of the standards has also increased to reflect changing expectations about safety, and the process for establishing the standards has been improved to enhance its transparency, the degree of consensus achieved, and the quality and authority of the product. The Agency’s current safety standards reflect the ‘best practice’ in safety: the levels of safety that are considered to be achievable and that all Member States should strive to achieve.

4. Although many States use the Agency’s safety standards in the formulation of national rules and regulations, with degrees of use varying from direct adoption to use as a reference in the development process, the standards are not yet accepted and applied universally. In the short term, the Agency needs to convey more effectively to the users — and, perhaps more importantly, to potential users — of the standards the message that the standards are rigorous and, if applied effectively, will lead to high levels of safety. For the longer term, the Agency needs to consider how the process of establishing standards, and the standards themselves, can be further improved to ensure that the nature

and purpose of the standards are well understood and, more generally, to promote continuously high levels of safety worldwide.

5. In this regard, the Agency places considerable emphasis on pursuing a goal of global acceptance and application of its safety standards as a key element of the global safety regime. Within this framework, the Commission on Safety Standards’ initiative to develop a vision and strategy for the future of the safety standards is welcome and timely. This initiative foresees continuous improvement of the standards to meet the needs of users (making use of feedback from their application), and outreach to broaden awareness of the standards and promote their application.

6. The issue of proposed European Union (EU) safety standards for nuclear installations represents a new opportunity. The current and likely future members of the EU account for a substantial proportion of the world’s nuclear power plants, and some of the main suppliers in the global nuclear market. At the same time, the current EU Member States have been among the main contributors to the drafting and review of the Agency’s safety standards, and yet some are also among the countries that have not, historically, made great use of those standards, having developed their own laws and regulations. The Agency’s nuclear safety standards have been endorsed by its Member States — including all of the EU Member and candidate States — as representing best international safety practice. The standards are intended for use by all States that have or might construct nuclear installations. If the EU were to adopt and rely on these standards, and were to co-operate more systematically with the Agency in their future development and application, the effectiveness of the standards would be further increased, as they would be systematically applied in about half of the States that have operating nuclear power plants, representing more than one-third of the plants in the world.

7. Among the safety standards published in 2002, one of the more notable is the Safety Requirements on Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency (Safety Standards Series No. GS-R-2). This publication is co-sponsored by seven organizations and was prepared in consultation with several more. The requirements are also closely and systematically linked to the principles and obligations set out in the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. However, the Safety Requirements go beyond the Early Notification Convention in requiring notification of the Agency and potentially affected States of any ‘transnational emergency’, this term being defined much more broadly than ‘nuclear accident’ as defined in the Convention. The Requirements also introduce the concept of a ‘dangerous source’, meaning a source capable of causing severe deterministic health effects if not properly controlled. This concept is intended to help States and agencies in quickly determining the seriousness of an event involving a radioactive source. Although this concept is intended specifically for use in the context of emergency response, it has been incorporated into the more general categorization of sources developed by the Agency.

8. In addition, 15 new and revised Safety Guides were published in 2002: four on legal and governmental infrastructure; seven on other aspects of nuclear power plant safety; two on transport safety; and one each on radiological protection of patients and the management of mining and milling waste. As more and more Safety Guides are completed, the updated corpus of safety standards is taking shape: more than half of the new and updated standards planned have now been published, and most of the others are at an advanced stage. Within the next two years, the current major cycle of updating the standards should be complete. The Safety Guides recommend ways in which the relevant safety requirements can be met, and so they often deal more closely with the actual safety measures that are taken in practice. They therefore also form an important basis for recommendations and advice provided by the Agency’s safety review services. This in turn helps to promote the Agency’s standards in the countries receiving the safety services, particularly in the case of countries that have not previously used them.
C. Safety of nuclear installations

C.1. Convention on Nuclear Safety

9. The second Review Meeting of Contracting Parties to the Convention on Nuclear Safety provided evidence of significant progress towards safety-related improvements. The level of participation in the meeting — around three times as many as at the first meeting in 1999 — also showed the growing importance that Contracting Parties attach to the Convention. The consensus Summary Report adopted by the Review Meeting is an important record of the Contracting Parties’ views about the state of nuclear safety in their countries at a given time. The Contracting Parties’ overall conclusions were encouraging, particularly in respect of legislation, regulatory independence, financial resources for regulatory bodies and operators of nuclear installations, implementation of safety improvements in installations built to earlier safety standards, and emergency preparedness.

10. In general, although “some Contracting Parties did not clearly identify the actual changes that had taken place in response to the issues identified at the first Review Meeting”, the overall process — particularly the self-assessment inherent in preparing national reports and the feedback provided by the peer review — appears to have had the desired effect, triggering many Contracting Parties to take “steps and measures…to improve implementation of their obligations and to further enhance nuclear safety”.

11. For those States that had safety upgrade programmes in progress at the time of the first Review Meeting, the story was mixed. Some programmes had been completed successfully, but the Contracting Parties felt it necessary to remind others of their commitments “to complete the important safety improvements identified in the review process as planned”. There were reassuring indications that many of the earlier problems in finding the resources needed for safety improvement programmes had been solved, but in some States a shortage of resources still remains a major obstacle to completing safety improvements. This is a genuine problem, and resources have to be found.

12. There continue to be differences in approaches to containment and its role in severe accident management. Some States had made significant improvements to containment structures to enhance their capability to cope with severe accidents; others had improvement plans still awaiting implementation, and some preferred to pursue other approaches to improve severe accident management.

13. The Contracting Parties acknowledged that there are areas that warrant special attention, including: safety management and safety culture; plant ageing and upgrading; maintaining competence; and effectiveness of regulatory practices. The first two of these issues are addressed elsewhere in this report: the others are discussed briefly below.

14. The issue of maintaining competence has been identified before as a problem for operating organizations. This is particularly the case where nuclear power is stagnant or declining: experienced and knowledgeable staff are retiring, and sufficient numbers of younger staff of the right calibre are not being attracted to the industry. However, countries with expanding nuclear programmes have a similar problem of finding sufficient numbers of trained and experienced staff to meet the growing need. Since most regulatory bodies (and dedicated technical support organizations) aim to recruit staff with operational experience in the industry, this also in turn makes it difficult for the regulator to maintain its competence. One potential solution for both operators and regulators is to ‘buy in’ technical support from external consultants, an approach that can be very effective. However, if the pool of suitably qualified consultants is small, regulators in particular may need to exercise special
care to obtain the support they need without creating any real or perceived conflict of interest that might compromise their independence.

15. The debate about the effectiveness of different regulatory approaches continued, particularly in the context of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC’s) greater emphasis in recent years on risk-informed regulation. There is clearly not international agreement on the optimum balance between deterministic approaches and greater reliance on risk information.

16. There are still issues associated with the Convention’s review process that need further consideration, perhaps the main one being the appropriate balance between confidentiality and transparency in the process. On the one hand it is argued that confidentiality gives Contracting Parties greater freedom to discuss problems in a more frank, and therefore more fruitful, way: insisting on superficial openness may simply lead to sensitive information being withheld. On the other hand, modern expectations of transparency and openness are such that confidentiality can be represented as damaging to the credibility of the whole review process. While the Review Meeting discussions remain confidential, many Contracting Parties have partially bypassed the arguments by placing their own national reports, plus the questions received and answers given, fully in the public domain (usually through the Internet).

17. One notable addition to the process was the decision by the Contracting Parties to invite the Agency to submit a report to them identifying generic issues and trends observed in the course of performing nuclear safety review services. This is a welcome expansion to the Agency’s role in relation to the Convention, and recognition of the value of the Agency’s collection of mission reports as an information resource. During the Review Meeting, many Contracting Parties had praised the Agency’s various safety review missions and services, which they use widely to help enhance the effectiveness of their national safety arrangements.

C.2. Design safety

18. The safety of nuclear power plants in States that are candidates for accession to membership of the EU continues to attract considerable attention. In July 2002, an Agency mission provided a final review of more than a decade of safety upgrades and assessments at Kozloduy-3 and 4 in Bulgaria. The mission team found that many of the safety measures taken exceeded those that were foreseen in the design, operation and seismic areas, and that the design and operational safety corresponded to the level of improvements seen at similar vintage plants. Similar conclusions were obtained from a mission to Bohunice nuclear power plant in Slovakia in 2001.

19. One specific category of project, namely the completion of nuclear power plants that have been left in a partially built condition for long periods of time, poses special challenges. The Agency has had particular experience in the case of the Bushehr project in the Islamic Republic of Iran, which has many unique features. The Agency has assisted the Iranian operating and regulatory organizations in reviewing the preliminary safety analysis report for the plant and has provided an extensive list of recommendations.

20. For the majority of nuclear power plants, however, the main design safety issues are concerned with the interlinked topics of re-licensing, plant life extension, ageing and periodic safety review. The Convention on Nuclear Safety Review Meeting observed a trend towards greater use of periodic safety review (PSR) as the main mechanism for regulating the management of plant life. PSRs often include re-evaluation of the site characteristics, seismic re-evaluation, consideration of other external factors and ageing management programmes, in addition to the usual update of the safety analysis, evaluation of the plant against current safety standards and review of operating experience.
21. An important issue in safety reviews of existing nuclear power plants is often seismic evaluation. This may be to take account of new information or assessment techniques since the original seismic evaluation of the site (e.g. evidence of a greater seismic hazard at the site than expected before), or because of concerns about the adequacy of the original evaluation or the safety margins provided by the design measures taken. Several Member States have ongoing seismic upgrading programmes to improve the safety levels of the relevant plants. Seismic evaluation is also an issue for other nuclear facilities. Some older facilities (including, for example, some laboratories, research reactors and fuel cycle facilities) were designed without taking account of the potential earthquake input to the extent that would be expected today. Generally speaking, the seismic evaluation of these facilities is not so advanced as that for nuclear power plants, and presents a wider range of different situations. An International Symposium on Seismic Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Facilities is scheduled to be held in Vienna from 25 to 29 August 2003. It is hoped that this will help to consolidate an international consensus on the present status of these issues, promote homogeneous engineering approaches to their resolution and identify priorities for future work in this area.

C.3. Operational safety

22. Overall the Agency’s operational safety review services continue to confirm the positive picture identified at the Convention on Nuclear Safety Review Meeting. Follow-up missions find, on average, 97% of issues identified by Operational Safety Review Teams (OSARTs) satisfactorily addressed, and this percentage has been climbing steadily for several years. The wider availability of OSART findings through distribution of the OSMIR database\(^2\) appears to have contributed to a greater awareness of good practices and potential pitfalls.

23. However, the most extensively reported events involving nuclear installations during 2002 were the discovery of serious corrosion of the reactor vessel head at Davis Besse nuclear power plant, United States of America, and the revelations concerning the mis-recording and/or mis-notification of the operator’s inspection results at plants operated by the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). Both cases have been subject to extensive investigation in the respective countries and improvements have been and are being implemented to prevent recurrences. Since the Agency has not reviewed these events or the organizations or plants concerned recently (although an OSART to a TEPCO plant is now being scheduled), only very brief and general observations can be added here.

24. Of the two, the event at Davis Besse appears to have had more direct safety significance for the specific plant, as the plant’s defence in depth was seriously degraded. Two aspects are of particular concern: the erosion went undetected for several years, and was caused by a known phenomenon. There are lessons to be learned from this event about the operator’s inspection practices and the regulator’s oversight, and particularly about awareness of operational experience feedback and acting on such feedback.

25. The implications of the events at TEPCO are of a different nature. The operators of nuclear installations are primarily responsible for their safety, but regulators and the public must be able to trust the operators to be open and honest about safety issues. Individual instances of mis-recording or mis-notification do not necessarily have any relevance per se to safety — the instances reported at TEPCO happened several years ago and do not appear to have had any significant safety consequences.

\(^2\) The OSMIR (OSART Mission Results) database is a compilation of recommendations, suggestions and good practices from de-restricted OSART reports.
— but any suspicion of a ‘culture’ in which mis-recording and/or mis-notification are tolerated must ultimately be considered a potentially serious threat to safety.

**C.4. Safety management and safety culture**

26. The International Conference on Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in December 2002, highlighted the progress that has been made. Little more than a decade ago, ‘safety culture’ was a new term to nuclear safety. It was introduced to describe a somewhat intangible and ill-defined organizational quality. The lack of an adequate safety culture was considered to have been one of the causes of the accident at Chernobyl. The Rio Conference demonstrated that safety culture is now recognized throughout the world as a crucial element of nuclear safety. There are many concrete examples in which safety culture has been successfully assessed and improved — tools and models to assist in this process have been developed, and interest is still growing. There is still scope for further progress and there are still issues to be addressed, but the Conference confirmed that there is a common understanding of safety culture as a mature concept, and that there is now a body of experience in the world that can form the basis for further advances. This maturity is further reflected in the fact that the Agency’s Nuclear Safety Standards Committee endorsed a proposal in 2002 to develop the first safety standards directly addressing the issues of safety management and safety culture.

27. Two issues discussed at the Rio Conference are worthy of mention here. The first is the need for all levels of an organization to be part of the safety culture. Great emphasis has been placed on the critical importance of demonstrated commitment to safety culture from the top of organizations, and the Conference provided evidence that this message is getting through. However, while this is a necessary condition, it is not sufficient. The safety culture concept needs to be deepened and broadened so that it can be better understood and applied at all levels from the boardroom to the shop floor, and mechanisms are needed to check that this is actually the case. The second is a perception that safety culture concepts and methods have been embraced and put into action more enthusiastically in countries where the nuclear industry is still developing than in some of the longer-established nuclear programmes. As yet, this remains a tentative perception of a possible trend rather than a clearly observed phenomenon, but it would not be entirely surprising: it is often easier for developing programmes to ‘design in’ new ideas than for established programmes to accommodate them within or alongside existing (and proven) approaches.

28. There is some — albeit still very tentative — support for this hypothesis in the small but persistent number of events in recent years that have suggested deficiencies in safety culture in countries with long established nuclear power programmes. In none of these cases was safety seriously threatened, but the deficiencies in safety culture and/or in safety management were in each case sufficient to require some corrective action. The relatively small number of events and their variety mean that there is not enough information to support any clear conclusions as to why these events seem to be concentrated in advanced nuclear countries. In June 2003, the Agency held a workshop on safety culture and safety management in nuclear installations to discuss lessons learned from the recent events in these countries.

**C.5. Safety of research reactors**

29. The Agency has initiated an international research reactor safety enhancement plan, including a survey of the safety status of research reactors in Member States, preparation of a code of conduct, and exploration of possible means to strengthen the system for monitoring the safety of research reactors. The results of the survey, along with those of missions conducted by the Agency, have provided some
reassurance about the safety of a number of research reactors. In particular, concerns have been expressed about research reactors that are shut down for extended periods without definite plans for either restarting or decommissioning. The survey indicated that most such reactors are in States with good regulatory supervision, and that some are in a state of extended shutdown for valid reasons, such as major modifications. Research reactors in extended shutdown should not, therefore, be assumed necessarily to present a safety issue. However, concerns remain, particularly about reactors in those States that did not respond to the survey (about 20% of the States with reactors) and do not receive Agency missions.

30. Another safety concern associated with some research reactors has been the storage of spent fuel and nuclear waste at research reactor sites. The research reactor at the Vinča Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, has attracted particular attention in this regard, and a number of advisory missions have visited the site in recent years. Following the removal of fresh highly enriched uranium fuel from the site with technical and financial assistance from the Russian Federation and the United States of America, Agency assistance is now being focused on decommissioning, spent fuel and waste management issues at the reactor site. It should be recalled that, while there is no legally binding equivalent to the Convention on Nuclear Safety for research reactor safety, and efforts are continuing to develop a non-binding Code of Conduct, the safety of management of spent fuel at research reactors is covered by the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management.

31. The Agency is organizing an International Conference on Research Reactor Utilization, Safety, Decommissioning, Fuel and Waste Management, which will be hosted by the Government of Chile in Santiago, from 10 to 14 November 2003. This will provide a forum for reactor operators, designers, managers, users and regulators to share experience, exchange opinions and to discuss options and priorities.

C.6. Security of nuclear installations

32. The security of nuclear installations is essential to their safety, and safety and security issues often interact very closely, for example in the case of protecting nuclear installations from malicious external acts. These topics are therefore being addressed through close co-operation between staff from safety and security backgrounds, and one of the early tasks has been to try to harmonize terminology between the two areas. Among other activities during 2002, draft guidelines for the self-assessment of safety and security of nuclear installations were prepared and reviewed by a group of safety and physical protection experts, and the guidelines will start to be applied at nuclear installations in 2003.
D. Safety of transport of radioactive material

33. Despite the rarity of significant incidents, the safety of transport of radioactive material remains high on the international safety agenda. In particular, a number of coastal States continue to express concern about the possible health, environmental and economic impacts of a potential accident or incident during the transport of radioactive materials by sea.

34. The Transport Safety Appraisal Service (TranSAS) was introduced by the Agency at the request of its Member States as one way of providing assurance that the Agency’s Transport Regulations were consistently implemented. The 2002 missions to Brazil and the United Kingdom, and the planned missions to Turkey, Panama and France represent a very significant development. In particular, the United Kingdom and France are two major shippers of radioactive material, while Panama and Turkey control two important waterways for international maritime transport: the Panama Canal and the Bosporus respectively. The publication of the full mission reports is also a significant step towards greater transparency about the transport of radioactive material. It is to be hoped that this trend will contribute towards fostering constructive and soundly based technical discussion of this issue.

35. A problem that has been developing for some time, and has been exacerbated by heightened security concerns since 11 September 2001, is the decreasing number of commercial transport options for radioactive sources. Several potential carriers, including some prominent airlines, now systematically refuse to carry radioactive sources even though they are packaged in full accordance with international safety regulations. This clearly has the potential to create serious problems for those using radioactive sources for a wide range of applications, but air transport is particularly important as a rapid means of delivering short-lived sources over long distances for medical applications. Problems could also arise with returning disused sources to the manufacturer or transferring them to third parties for safe disposal: if such transport is not available, then the risk that some of those disused sources might eventually become orphaned is increased. Given the importance of maintaining the air transport option, ways may need to be found to try to overcome the airlines’ misgivings.

36. To this same end, the Agency is organizing an International Conference on the Safety of Transport of Radioactive Material, which was hosted by the Austrian Government in Vienna from 7 to 11 July 2003. The conference was co-sponsored by the International Civil Aviation Organization, the International Maritime Organization and the Universal Postal Union and held in co-operation with the International Air Transport Association and the International Organization for Standardization.

E. Safety and security of radioactive sources

37. Previous Nuclear Safety Reviews have described many events, in different parts of the world, in which ‘orphan’ sources have caused serious overexposure of individuals. Some of these events involved theft of radiation sources, typically in the belief that their containers would have value as scrap metal, but none appeared to involve any deliberate malicious intent to cause radiation exposure. The events of 11 September 2001 were a reminder that one cannot be sure that this will always be the case, and brought a new sense of urgency to measures to address the problem of orphan sources. The

---

3 As reflected, for example, in General Conference resolution GC(46)/RES/9.B.
launch by the Russian Federation, the United States of America and the Agency of a tripartite initiative to address the problem in the former Soviet Union is an important and welcome step in this direction. Successive Nuclear Safety Reviews have described a series of events in Georgia. However, Agency staff members on missions in several of the other Newly Independent States have reported seeing substantial sources of various types apparently under inadequate control, and there is some evidence of other sources not properly accounted for.

38. Important as this remedial work is, it would be futile to devote such efforts to recovering sources that have already been orphaned without also taking measures to prevent sources from becoming orphaned in the future. The Model Project on Upgrading Radiation Protection Infrastructure, delivered through the Agency’s technical co-operation programme, has for several years been assisting more than 50 developing Member States in establishing and strengthening basic systems for keeping radiation sources under proper control. This project is now being extended to include another 30 Member States. Although there have been many notable successes in the Model Project, events such as that during 2002 in Bolivia — one of the original Model Project participants — suggest that there is still room for improvement. Furthermore, the problem is not confined to developing countries: for example, the NRC reports that companies have lost track of nearly 1500 radioactive sources within the United States of America since 1996, and more than half were never recovered. It has also been estimated that every year up to about 70 sources are lost from regulatory control in the EU. These States too need not only to deal with the legacy of orphaned sources but also to make their control procedures more consistently effective in keeping sources under control.

39. In many of the recent accidents involving orphan sources, the sources involved were no longer in use but had not been properly managed. Disused sources constitute one of the most vulnerable — and therefore potentially dangerous — classes of sources, and the root of the problem is often one of funding: disused sources have almost by definition ceased to contribute to income generation and so managing such sources safely as radioactive waste is sometimes seen as an unnecessary expense. Some sources are therefore abandoned or ‘stored’ indefinitely, often in insecure locations, making it easier for them to be stolen (typically for the scrap value of the container rather than with malevolent intent) or otherwise lost from control. An essential element of any programme to address the problem of orphan sources is therefore to provide safe and affordable means for the proper management of disused sources. The return of sources to the manufacturer for recycling is the most common approach, but this could be made easier. One of the difficulties is referred to in the transport safety section of this report, but there are others, and continued effort is needed to overcome these difficulties. Other solutions are also being investigated for certain circumstances, such as the possibility of constructing deep boreholes for use as regional disposal facilities for States in Africa.

40. The Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources was developed as a crucial part of the Agency’s Action Plan. Since 11 September 2001, it had become clear that the Code needed to be modified to reflect the change in the perception of threats. However, modifying the Code is only a first step: it is the systematic and universal application of the Code that will bring real improvements in the safety and security of sources.

41. A closely related issue is the categorization of sources. It was recognized that the need to revise the Code of Conduct also implied a need to revisit the source categorization scheme developed to

---

4 In Bolivia, four industrial radiographers and about 30 passengers on a public bus were exposed to radiation from defective industrial radiography apparatus containing an $^{192}$Ir source that had not returned to its shielded position.

accompany the Code. The wider range of scenarios considered since 11 September 2001 has resulted in a categorization system that is slightly more complex, but potentially more useful for general use (for example, the ‘dangerous source’ concept in the Safety Requirements for Emergencies: see the section on safety standards above).

42. An International Conference on Security of Radioactive Sources was organized by the Agency in Vienna from 10 to 13 March 2003, hosted by the Government of Austria, co-sponsored by the Governments of the Russian Federation and the United States of America, and in co-operation with the European Commission, the European Police Office (Europol), the International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol) and the World Customs Organization.

F. Radiation protection

F.1. Occupational radiation protection

43. An estimated 11 million workers worldwide are monitored for occupational radiation exposure. The fact that occupational radiation protection is rarely mentioned in safety reviews of this type is, paradoxically, a measure of its success. However, this should not be taken to mean that all issues have been resolved. The International Conference held in August 2002 at the headquarters of the International Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva, Switzerland, highlighted both the successes and the issues that need further attention. It is perhaps surprising that there remains a need for greater harmonization in the use of terminology, quantities and units. This in turn requires a degree of stability in the standards that define them. It may be less surprising that more needs to be done to bring what is done in non-nuclear fields of medicine, industry and mining more into line with the standards and procedures applied in the nuclear industry. This does not mean that the same requirements must apply, but there should be a more consistent and coherent ‘graded approach’ to occupational radiation protection, such that the protection measures in place are more systematically and objectively based on the levels of exposure and the feasibility of control.

44. Progress in these areas requires co-operation between employers, their regulators and workers. While the Agency has good contacts with the first two, the involvement of the ILO is crucial to ensure that workers’ representatives have a voice. The Agency has worked closely with the ILO in the development of safety standards for occupational protection, and is now continuing this co-operation to develop an international action plan addressing issues raised at the Geneva Conference.

F.2. Radiological protection of patients

45. Medical diagnosis and treatment are by far the largest sources of man-made radiation exposure — and if current growth rates continue, could even exceed exposure from natural sources (at least in developed countries) within a few decades. As the benefits for patients far outweigh the risks, the use of radiation in medicine can be expected to continue to increase. However, there is great variation from place to place in the doses being received by patients for the same routine radiology procedure, which means that substantial reductions could be achieved without losing diagnostic information. At the same time, while new diagnostic equipment and techniques are bringing new benefits, some of the procedures involve the delivery of relatively high radiation doses to patients. In addition, a number of radiation injuries in interventional radiology and accidental exposures in radiotherapy have been
reported. These facts have focused attention on the need to improve the radiological protection of patients in diagnostic and interventional radiology, nuclear medicine and radiotherapy. Although several standards address the protection of workers conducting medical procedures, and the International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources include basic requirements for controlling medical exposure, the Safety Guide on Radiological Protection for Medical Exposure to Ionizing Radiation (Safety Standards Series No. RS-G-1.5) published in 2002 (co-sponsored by the Pan American Health Organization and the World Health Organization) is the first Agency safety standard to be devoted exclusively to the protection of patients. An international action plan, drawing upon the findings of an international conference held in Málaga, Spain, in March 2001, has been prepared by the Agency. This has been developed through close co-operation between experts from the radiation protection and medical fields: 15 organizations and professional bodies were involved in the preparation of the action plan.

46. The action plan highlights, among other issues, education and training as one of the key mechanisms to improve the radiation protection of patients. Since the number of health professionals worldwide who could benefit from such education and training is vast, there is no way that the Agency or other centralized organizations could hope to provide it directly. Therefore, great emphasis is placed on co-operation with professional bodies to train the trainers who can, in turn, train other trainers and so, it is hoped, create a ‘cascade’ effect that can reach all of the relevant groups, from consultants to technicians.

G. Radioactive waste

G.1. Radioactive discharges to the environment

47. There was considerable debate at the Convention on Nuclear Safety Review Meeting in April 2002 and at the International Conference on Issues and Trends in Radioactive Waste Management in December 2002 about trends in the control of radioactive discharges. In some States, policies are increasingly based on the 1998 Sintra statement of parties to the OSPAR Convention, the ultimate aim of which was to “achieve concentrations in the environment near background values for naturally occurring radioactive substances and close to zero for artificial radioactive substances”. It is argued that this is a political statement, not necessarily consistent either with the risk-based approach of constrained optimization recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and reflected in Agency standards, or with the principle that radioactive waste management decisions should take account of all interdependencies.

48. Another development that may in time influence discharge-control policies is the growing attention to protection of the environment (as distinct from humans). Protection of the environment is universally accepted as a good thing, but is often defined vaguely or not at all. For decades, it was assumed that protection of the environment from the effects of radiation would normally be an

---

6 The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (the OSPAR Convention) entered into force in 1998 as the successor to the Oslo Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft and the Paris Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-Based Sources. The Contracting Parties are Belgium, Denmark, the European Commission, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
automatic consequence of protecting humans to an acceptable standard. It was recognized that, if criteria for the protection of human individuals and populations were satisfied, individual non-human organisms might sometimes be harmed, but it was assumed that populations or species would not be significantly affected. It was further assumed that this situation represented an acceptable level of protection of those organisms. These assumptions have been challenged to an extensive degree in recent years: if they are valid, their validity needs to be demonstrated more convincingly than hitherto.

49. The Agency is organizing, in co-operation with the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, the European Commission and the International Union of Radioecology, an International Conference on the Protection of the Environment from the Effects of Ionizing Radiation, to be hosted by the Government of Sweden in Stockholm from 6 to 10 October 2003. Ultimately, it is hoped that, through conferences like this, advice from ICRP and other activities, an international consensus will emerge that can form the basis of Agency safety standards.

G.2. Decommissioning

50. Although plant life extension is being successfully pursued in many States, the natural corollary of an ageing fleet of nuclear installations is that decommissioning is an issue of ever-growing importance. From the findings of an international conference held in Berlin in October 2002, the more pressing issues are typically planning the decommissioning process (including defining the end-points for the decommissioning) and finding the resources. Most of the evidence to date suggests that thorough and detailed planning, starting as early as possible, is key to successful decommissioning projects. This should include detailed identification in advance of all the waste streams to be expected during decommissioning and of the intended management approach for each of these waste streams. The technology for safe long term management of each waste should not only exist, but also be implemented: for example, appropriate disposal facilities should actually be available when needed. For newer facilities, this concept of early planning can be extended to include designing and operating the facility so as to facilitate its decommissioning and management of the wastes.

51. However, there is still not international agreement on some of the key ‘end points’ for decommissioning; in particular on criteria for recycling or disposing of large amounts of very lightly contaminated construction materials and for releasing decontaminated land or buildings for general reuse. Since these are important parameters for planning decommissioning, this lack of clear criteria is a significant impediment. The levels currently being discussed internationally to define the scope of regulatory control should, when they are agreed, help to address this problem as well as several others.

52. Funding for decommissioning is not obviously a safety issue, but lack of funding can make it become one. The problem has already reached some prominence in relation to research reactors. There have been repeated expressions of concern about the safety of research reactors around the world that are shut down, with little or no likelihood of restarting, but with no progress either towards decommissioning. This is often attributed to a lack of funding to decommission reactors when the income from operation or research funding has stopped. For nuclear power plants, most countries now have requirements that decommissioning funds be established during operation, but this was not always done in the past. Therefore, some plants that have shut down or will soon shut down will have to find funding from some other source. The Agency is already assisting in planning the decommissioning of the BN-350 fast reactor in Kazakhstan and units 1–3 of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in Ukraine (which are already closed) and of unit 1 of the Ignalina nuclear power plant in Lithuania (scheduled to close by 2005), but the main funding for these projects will have to come from international donors.
53. Recognizing the importance and multidisciplinary nature of the topic of decommissioning, the Agency has established a technical group on decommissioning made up of Member State experts with experience in a variety of relevant fields, to advise on issues and priorities for the Agency in this area. The group will start its work in 2003.

G.3. Radioactive waste management

54. The first Review Meeting of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management will be held in November 2003. Although the number of Contracting Parties — currently 31 — is sufficient for the Convention to operate, it is only a little more than half the number of Contracting Parties to the Convention on Nuclear Safety. Full participation in the first Review Meeting will be open only to those States that have deposited an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the depositary by 5 August 2003.

55. The decision to proceed towards the construction of a geological repository for spent fuel and high level waste at Yucca Mountain is an important practical step for the United States of America. Globally, it is an important symbolic step, following as it does recent examples of progress in Finland and Sweden. For years, if not decades, political inertia, fuelled in part by public mistrust, has been regarded by the technical community as the primary impediment to the implementation of geological disposal, which is considered the only safe and feasible long-term solution for the management of very long lived wastes. There is considerable opposition to the Yucca Mountain project, some of it based on detailed technical arguments claiming flaws in the safety case for a repository. It now remains for the United States Department of Energy and its contractors to demonstrate that they can deliver a real repository and demonstrate convincingly that it is safe.

56. The European Commission’s proposal for a directive on radioactive waste management is another interesting development. The directive would, inter alia, set a timetable for Member States to identify sites and construct repositories for the disposal of high level waste and spent fuel (if it is treated as waste). Despite notable developments in a few countries, concerns about public acceptability of deep geological disposal have contributed to repeated delays in decision-making at the national level. In response, more emphasis has been given to the decision-making processes for siting and constructing repositories. In general, the more successful approaches have involved proceeding step-by-step, systematically involving all stakeholders in each step of the process. In this context, while the desire of the European Commission to force the pace towards disposal is understandable, the suggested timescales might create some debate. According to current plans, Sweden and Finland, the two EU Member States that have made most progress in the process, might have difficulty meeting these time limits, and other States’ programmes are considerably less advanced.

57. The International Conference on Issues and Trends in Radioactive Waste Management, held in Vienna in December 2002, provided a timely update on the major issues in radioactive waste management, and introduced a few new issues. One of the most telling messages from the Conference was strong reinforcement of a trend identified at the Córdoba Conference in 2000, namely a greater recognition of the importance of the social and political aspects of radioactive waste management. The debate about discharge control discussed in an earlier section of this report is a case in point, as is the rapidly changing attitude to ‘retrievability’ as a feature of repositories, particularly those for high level waste and spent fuel. There are undoubtedly some who favour indefinite surface storage of such materials primarily because it supports the perception that the ‘problem’ of the waste has not been solved and therefore undermines nuclear technology. More generally, though, a much broader section of society appears to be unwilling at present to trust the judgement of scientists or engineers by allowing the ‘final’ closure of a geological repository. On the other hand, the scientists and engineers
remain reluctant to leave the safety of such wastes dependent on the continued stability and diligence of human society over periods of hundreds of years and more. Hence there seems to be a movement towards a possible compromise of a geological repository that is kept open for an extended period of time, until such time as a future generation decides either to close it or to retrieve the waste and do something else with it.

58. In relation to the principles of radioactive waste management, as set out, for example, in the Agency’s Safety Fundamentals or the Joint Convention, this seems to reflect a subtle shift in interpretation. One of the long-established principles is that waste is to be managed so as to give rise to “no undue burden on future generations”. This was usually interpreted to mean the current generation disposing of the waste it generated in a manner requiring minimal monitoring or intervention in the future. More recently, there has been much greater attention to another ‘obligation’ to future generations, linked to the issue of sustainability, namely that the current generation should avoid taking irreversible actions that foreclose options for the future.

H. Infrastructure for safety

H.1. Regulatory infrastructure

59. Due to the fact that it typically developed in parallel with a national nuclear power programme, the basic governmental and regulatory infrastructure for nuclear safety tended to be taken for granted. Furthermore, in countries that had nuclear power programmes, the corresponding infrastructure for radiation safety was often reinforced by the presence of the nuclear safety infrastructure. As a result, the importance of these infrastructures was often overlooked. Over the years, however, it became clear that many other countries had adopted certain applications of nuclear technology — particularly medical and industrial applications — without also acquiring adequate infrastructures to provide the basis for ensuring the safety of these applications. This problem was highlighted when the Basic Safety Standards were established in the mid-1990s, and the Model Project on Upgrading Radiation Protection Infrastructure was introduced to help address it. In spite of the progress achieved in establishing and strengthening national radiation safety infrastructures, the objective of all States having infrastructures in accordance with the Basic Safety Standards is still some way off.

60. This is not to suggest that the regulatory infrastructure in States with nuclear power programmes is static. There has been a significant trend since the entry into force of the Convention on Nuclear Safety — examples in the past year or so include Bulgaria, France, and Pakistan — to reorganize or change the status of regulatory bodies in order to improve their de jure independence from organs of the State that are responsible for promoting nuclear energy. It should be emphasized that the regulatory bodies were in most cases already de facto independent, meaning that, in practice, there was no evidence of improper influence on their regulatory decisions. Nevertheless, improving the de jure independence of regulatory bodies provides an important additional safeguard, and can be an important aid towards increasing their credibility.

61. This formal de jure independence is desirable in States where there is an adequate pool of qualified staff. One problem identified at the Geneva conference on occupational radiation protection was that some States have a very limited number of staff with the necessary education, training and experience relevant to safety. In these cases, formal separation of organizations may have the effect of further thinning the expertise in each organization. It may then be preferable for safety overall to have
regulators who are de facto independent and fully competent rather than de jure independent but less competent.

H.2. Education and training

62. A common and recurring theme pertinent to many of the safety issues discussed above is education and training. Results from Agency missions in many different areas of safety confirm the crucial importance to safety of people with a thorough knowledge and understanding of safety principles and approaches, underpinning relevant and up-to-date training in specific topics. The Agency’s strategic plans for education and training in nuclear safety and in radiation and waste safety aim to address this concern by promoting self-sustaining capabilities in the Member States, at the national level and, where appropriate, the regional level. The main elements of the plans therefore aim to provide the infrastructure and support to allow sustainable national and regional programmes to be established and maintained: training the trainers, developing and disseminating standardized training materials for a wide range of courses (and making them available in appropriate languages), providing models to help harmonize on-the-job training programmes, establishing national and regional centres for education and training and networks of such centres, and exploiting modern technology to provide for distance and e-learning and for networks of knowledge and experience providing easy access to information from around the world. As a further means of supporting Member States in developing their programmes, the Agency now offers review services to advise on the creation or improvement of education and training programmes. In radiation and waste safety, where the range and diversity of topics on which education and training might be provided is particularly large, a steering committee has been set up to monitor progress in relation to agreed performance indicators and provide feedback to the Agency on emerging issues and priorities. This will help to ensure that the Agency’s efforts are focused on the real needs of the Member States.

H.3. Networks of knowledge and experience

63. A large amount of information relevant to safety of nuclear installations and radiation sources has not, to date, been fully analysed and shared worldwide. Therefore there is a need to strengthen efforts to pool, assess and effectively share existing and new technical knowledge and practical experience to further improve the safety of nuclear installations and various applications of ionizing radiation. Such networks can also promote mutual learning through the pooling of questions and answers, and the fertilization of ideas leading to the development of innovative approaches.

64. The Agency is assisting Member States to develop nuclear safety networks to exchange knowledge among regional hubs and national centres using modern information technology tools. In Asia, a pilot project is under way that focuses on networking knowledge related to education and training in nuclear safety. Nuclear safety portals are being developed in China, Japan and the Republic of Korea. This model could be further used for other regional centres and eventually for a global safety network.

65. In 2002, the General Conference requested the Secretariat in resolution GC(46)/RES/11, to further increase (within available resources) the level of attention given to activities for preserving and enhancing nuclear knowledge, and also to assist Member States in their efforts to ensure sustainable nuclear education and training, which is a necessary prerequisite for succession planning. Networking nuclear safety knowledge will be a most important tool for the Agency to respond to these requests, and the developments in knowledge management may in turn provide new ways to enhance the networking and contribute to continuous improvement of nuclear safety among Member States.
H.4. Conference on safety infrastructures

66. An International Conference on National Infrastructures for Radiation Safety: Towards Effective and Sustainable Systems is being organized by the Agency in co-operation with the World Health Organization, the International Labour Office, the European Commission and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and is scheduled to be hosted by the Government of Morocco in Rabat from 1 to 5 September 2003. This will provide an opportunity to review progress made, and to consider priorities for the coming years.